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15-19 September 1997, The Technical University of Graz, Austria 
International Symposium and Tutorials 
Sponsored by the Commission of the European Communities and IFIP TC2 
The Technical University of Graz will host the fourth FME Symposium from 15 to 
19 September 1997. It is being organised by Formal Methods Europe, the advisory 
panel of the Commission of the European Communities. This will be the successor of 
six previous VDM and FME symposia which have been notably successful in 
bringing together users, researchers and developers of precise mathematical methods 
for software development. 
Topics span the full range of formal methods including work on practical use, 
foundations, tool support, concurrency, real-time and reactive systems, critical sys- 
tems, education and technology transfer. Papers are sought in three categories: 
1. reports on industrial usage; 
2. research papers on existing methods (for instance: extensions, innovative case studies); 
3. articles on stimulating theoretical research with clear potential applicability. 
Full original papers (5 copies, 20 pp. max, LNCS format, indicating the category l-3) 
and proposals for tutorials (half day, 50 pp. of notes max) should be sent to John 
Fitzgerald at the address below. Electronic submissions are not accepted. Tools 
exhibitors should contact the Organising Chair, Peter Lucas, IST, Technical Univer- 
sity of Graz (lucas@ist.tu-graz.ac.at). 
For full details of topics and submission formats, visit our web site: 
http://www.csr.ncl.ac.uk/projects/FME/Symposium/index.html 
Programme Co-Chairs: 
Cliff Jones, Dept. of Computer Science, The University of Manchester, UK. E-mail: 
cbj@cs.man.ac.uk. 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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John Fitzgerald, Centre for Software Reliability, Bedson Building, University of 
Newcastle, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU, UK. Fax: + 44 191222 8788, Tel.: + 44 
191 222 7999, E-mail: John.Fitzgerald@ncl.ac.uk. 
Important dates: 
- Deadline for submission: 
I7 Januay 1997 
- Notification of acceptance sent to authors: 
25 April 1997 
- Camera-ready copy must arrive in Newcastle no later than 
20 June I997 
